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Abstract— Aerofoil plays a vital role in performance of the 

gas turbine as they are the key component of the gas turbine 

blade. The aerofoil is the characteristic design criterion 

which helps to generate the whole blade on its profile. The 

various design parameters such as chord length, chamber 

position, value of chamber, blade thickness; all helps to 

develop a unique blade profile which will perform better for 

the given operating condition. Since objective of a gas 

turbine is to generate the optimum rotation by utilizing the 

gas stream coming up to it thus the objective while selecting 

the aerofoil will be to select the aerofoil with maximum 

value of  lift to drag ratio. Also in case of transonic flow the 

location of shock also plays important role as it will cause 

losses and various functional problems associated with flow 

process. As gas turbine operates in transonic zone condition 

thus selecting a suitable aerofoil for such condition is a 

important part. Thus in this work we have selected some 

suitable well defined aerofoil for national adversary of 

aeronautical community series. Which are being compared 

with REA2282 aerofoil thus we can select the optimum 

aerofoil for our purpose. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Transonic flows signify to several advanced phenomena, 

contact discontinuities, like creation of shock, buffet onset 

and shock-boundary-layer interaction. Since these flows are 

measured robustly time dependent Such flows square 

measure robustly time-dependent and can't be absolutely 

implicit while not relevancy viscous Character of the fluid, 

as viscous terms square measure vital in their interaction 

with the convective method . 

In real viscous flows, a amendment in flow field 

happens in non-monotonic trend and results in surface 

instability, even within the absence of unsteady boundary 

conditions. Therefore, sonic flows should be illustrated by 

the time dependent, compressible Navier–Stokes equations. 

Numerical ways for resolution Navier–Stokes equations 

should be capable of predicting all the higher than flow 

characteristics accurately. Turbulent shock/boundary-layer 

interaction adjacent to associate degree airfoil's surface 

includes a intensely result on the mechanics performance of 

a sonic craft attributable to the speedy thickening of 

boundary layers iatrogenic by the shock. 

When the shock is satisfactorily robust to electrify 

boundary-layer separation, a `k- shock' structure originates 

near the separation purpose. This extensively affects the 

ensuing drags and carries coefficients. The coincidental 

presence of high gradient, shear, and recirculation connected 

curvature near solid surface results in a fancy, extremely 

anisotropic turbulence of structure. in depth incidence with 

such conditions in incompressible flows recommends that 

advanced modeling practices, supported second-moment 

closure, square measure usually essential for a satisfactory 

prediction of recirculation. 

A turbine, well known as a combustion rotary 

engine, is basically a rotary engine that extracts energy from 

a flow of combustion gas. it's involved with upstream 

mechanical device coupled to a downstream rotary engine, 

and a combustion chamber middle. Energy is supplementary 

to the gas stream within the combustor, wherever fuel is 

mixed with air and ignited. Within the air mass atmosphere 

of the combustor, combustion of the fuel will increase the 

temperature. The product of the combustion square measure 

forced into the rotary engine section. There, the high speed 

and volume of the gas flow is directed through a nozzle over 

the turbine’s blade, spinning the rotary engine that powers 

the mechanical device and, for some turbines, drives their 

mechanical output. The energy given up to the rotary engine 

comes from the reduction within the temperature of the 

exhaust gas. So moderate analysis of turbine blades exposes 

facts of various engineering considerations. Correct choice 

of style parameters is real derivatives of big extrapolation of 

the subject. Airfoil profile and cooling effects square 

measure the foremost basics to be taken care of whereas 

optimizing blade profile style for max potency. To seek out 

the right correlation between the styles parameters square 

measure the essential objective of this work. Turbine is 

essentially Associate in Nursing airfoil, or Associate in 

Nursing airfoil is that the form of a wing or blade (of a 

propeller, rotor or turbine).  

 
Fig. 1: Design parameters of an aerofoil 

An airfoil-shaped body moved through a fluid 

produces a force perpendicular to the motion known as 

elevate. Surface work on the premise of Bernoulli’s 

principle beginning that top speed flow is related to air mass 

and low speed flow with air mass. Airfoils square measure 

designed to extend the speed of the flowing higher than the 

surface of a wing, inflicting a decrease in atmospheric 

pressure. At the same time, the slower moving air below the 

surface of the flowing will increase the atmospheric 

pressure. The mixture of the rise of the atmospheric pressure 

below the flowing and also the decrease of atmospheric 

pressure higher than it creates elevate. A blade is outlined 
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because the medium of transfer of energy from the gases to 

the rotary engine rotor.  

Object of this research is to analyze the 

performance of airfoils for different angle of attack and at a 

mach no. and to carry out systematic analysis to observe at 

various aerodynamic parameters of aerofoil coefficient of 

lift, coefficient of drag and location of shock.  This will help 

with selection of aerofoil for the purpose of gas turbine. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

To carry out the analysis we need to define a proper 

methodology thus shown below the methodology for 

carrying out the 2D simulation for the analysis of the 

aerofoils so as to identify the best available aerofoils for the 

purpose of the gas turbine blade profile.  

 
Fig. 2: Flow chart of methodology for analysis 

Thus coming up to first step various aerofoils have 

been selected based on various study done. Basically 

aerofoils are divided in to two categories i.e critical and non 

critical aerofoils. In this work noncritical has been analysis 

with reference to REA2282 aerofoil.  

Thus comparative analysis has been carried out fot 

the following aerofoils REA 2282 (Base) ,NACA 4415, 

NACA 4418, NACA 6409. 

Parameters Values 

Mach No. 0.729 

AOA (base) 2.79° 

Free stream pressure 1 Atm 

Free stream temperature 300 K 

Table 1: analysis parameters 

For the analysis a C mesh has been created around 

our airfoils of 1units each; as it is most reliable and widely 

used work envelop. The dimensions of  the C mesh are as 

follows. 

Top and bottom far field 12.5 of chord length 

Upstream boundary 12.5 of chord length 

Downstream boundary 20 of chord length 

Table 2: C mesh boundary conditions 

 
Fig. 3: C mesh domain 

After completing the iteration with base aerofoil we 

get the aerodynamic parameters coefficient of drag and lift 

of the aerofoil which has been used to validate the results 

from the base work. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Coefficient of lift and drag for given operation 

condition. 

Also another parameter we get is location of shock 

wave on the aerofoil which is again used for validation 

purpose. 

 
Fig. 5: location of shock wave on the aerofoil. 

 
AOA' Cl Cl % Cd Cd% Shock position 

AGARD [10] 3.19 0.803 
 

0.0168 
 

0.52 

Yu [11] 2.79 0.784 -2.4 0.0171 1.8 0.52 

Rahman [1] 2.79 0.787 -1.99 0.017 1.19 0.52 
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My work 2.79 0.79 -0.38119 0.018 -5.88235 0.52 

Table 3: validation with references 

III. AERODYNAMIC RESULTS 

For obtaining aerodynamic results following airfoils as 

mentioned earlier has been analysed by the same process as 

we have analysed the base aerofoil. The aerofoils are as 

follows: 

 

 
Fig. 6: Non-Critical Aerofoils  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7: Shock wave location on REA2282 aerofoil for 

various angle of attack 

In comparison with our best non critical aerofoil i.e 

NACA6409. Results will be justified later in results section. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Shock wave location on NACA 6409 aerofoil. 
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After performing the iteration for various non 

critical aerofoils the values of coefficient of drag and lift has 

been obtained also a derived parameters ration of lift to drag 

can also be obtained so as to get a better visualization of 

which is most suitable aerofoils which has been analyzed in 

our work. 

Cd 

AOA

° 

RAE228

2 

NACA441

5 

NACA441

8 

NACA640

9 

0 0.0111 0.014 0.01334 0.0127 

5 0.03818 0.03977 0.0395 0.039399 

10 0.123 0.1177 0.11312 0.1124 

15 0.2468 0.2142 0.22459 0.22476 

20 0.33555 0.2418 0.3473 0.348685 

25 0.4591 0.3936 0.4489 0.453 

30 0.54 0.29711 0.5194 0.5248 

Table 4: Comparison of coefficient of drags of non critical 

aerofoil with reference 

 
Fig. 9: Comparison of coefficient of drag of all selected 

aerofoils 

The result shows that the best suitable aerofoil 

considering over all minimum coefficient of drag is NACA 

4415. 

Cl 

AOA

° 

RAE228

2 

NACA441

5 

NACA441

8 

NACA640

9 

0 0.00698 0.028 0.01922 0.0398 

5 0.3414 0.323154 0.24398 0.33883 

10 0.6535 0.617738 0.42565 0.60833 

15 0.8873 0.79604 0.813 0.83623 

20 0.8976 0.6655 0.94588 0.9673 

25 0.9712 0.8365 0.95562 0.972234 

30 0.95388 0.5104 0.8935 0.90679 

Table 5: Comparison of coefficient of lift of non critical 

aerofoil with reference 

 
Fig. 10: Comparison of different aerofoil’s lift coefficient at 

various angle of attack 

It is evident from above plot that NACA6409 is 

giving maximum value of coefficient of lift as this 

component of force will help us to rotate the turbine shat 

thus for now we can say the NACA 6409 aerofoil is most 

suitable aerofoil. 

Cl/Cd 

AO

A ° 

RAE228

2 

NACA441

5 

NACA441

8 

NACA640

9 

0 0.628829 2 1.44078 3.133858 

5 8.941854 8.125572 6.176709 8.599964 

10 5.313008 5.248411 3.762818 5.412189 

15 3.595219 3.71634 3.61993 3.720546 

20 2.675011 2.752275 2.723524 2.774137 

25 2.115443 2.125254 2.128804 2.146212 

30 1.766444 1.717882 1.720254 1.727877 

Table 6: Comparison of coefficient of lift over drag of 

noncritical aerofoil with reference 

 
Fig. 11: Comparison of lift to drag ratio for various angle of 

attack of different aerofoil. 

In the plot obtained above the comparison of lift to 

drag ratio of the different aerofoil for different operating 

condition has been shown which clearly shows that 

REA2282 airfoil shows best characteristics among all 

selected aerofoils.  

IV. DISCUSSION 

In this paper we've obtained various parametric results 

related to coefficient of lift and coefficient of drag also 

shock position of a critical aerofoil REA2282 and other 

three noncritical aerofoils. While considering the drag 

coefficient individually NACA 4415 aerofoil was showing 

least value of the drag which is desirable condition for the 

gas turbine blade profile also in case of lift coefficient 

NACA 6409 show the best result but when it comes to 

compare both result in well proportionate manner i.e lift to 

drag coefficient ratio the REA2282 aerofoil shows the best 

result which was highly expected while comparing critical 

and non critical aerofoils in transonic zone condition. 

Further the obtained best aerofoils will be compared with 

some NACA series supercritical aerofoils to further carryout 

our study. 
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